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For over 25 years, Pete Nowlen has been a fixture on the Northern California classical music scene. Since 1989, he has served on the faculty of Sacramento State and of UC Davis, where he is the Director of Concert Bands.

As the 11th Artistic Director of the San Francisco Lesbian/Gay Freedom Band’s concert band program, Pete merges his musical career with his activist spirit to lead a passionate group of volunteer musicians to dynamic performances of socially and locally relevant programs.

At the San Francisco Lesbian/Gay Freedom Band—and in his capacity as Artistic Director of the Camerata California Chamber Chorus, the Rancho Cordova Civic Light Orchestra, and the CalCap Chamber Music Workshop—Pete inspires adult musicians to a continued life in music.

Under his leadership as Artistic Director since 2013, Nevada County’s Music in the Mountains has enjoyed a renewal of excitement, vitality, and viability.

Pete is an international prize-winning French horn soloist and an active orchestral and chamber musician, having performed with the San Francisco Symphony, Opera and Ballet Orchestras, the Sacramento Symphony, and the International Orchestra of Italy amongst others. He is the founder, Artistic Director, and driving force of the Vocal & Instrumental Teaching Artist (VITA) Academy in Sacramento, which brings music and music education to underserved schools and communities while mentoring emerging professional musicians on a viable, rewarding and impactful career path as music teaching artists.
PART 1
CUBAN OVERTURE by George Gershwin
110TH ST RUMBA by Dana Sueße
MAMBO FURIOSO by Brent Karrick
BLUE TANGO by Leroy Anderson
DE NUEVO EN by Pascual Piqueras
EL INFIERNITO

INTERMISSION

PART 2
SINFONIA INDIA by Carlos Chávez
ZACATECAS by Genaro Codina
HUAPANGO by José Pablo Moncayo
AMPARITA ROCA by Jaime Texidor
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MUSCIANS

FLUTE & PICCOLO
Taka Aoki
Ruth Keys*
Mercedes Li
Jane Magid
Geronimo Rojas
Julie Williamson

ALTO SAXOPHONE
Shawn Case
Guy Danus
Adam Farchone
Phillip Huff
Brandon Moss*

OBOE
Chris Hewes
Keith Sklower

TENOR SAXOPHONE
Wes Kashiwagi
Matt Heid

CLARINET
Keith Cantrelle
Kevin Dong
Kate Foust*
Lee Francke
Eddie Guarino
Kathy Hennig
Doug Litwin
Elizabeth Nelson

BARITONE SAXOPHONE
Vi Le
Scott Shelp

BASS CLARINET
Katie Krolikowski
Moira Wilmes

TRUMPET
Bradley Connlain
Sarah Ewing
Mary Folchi
Larry Hetrick
Sue Leonardi*
Chris Ochoa
Ginnie Padgett
Alejandro Rios
Gretchen Schuessler
Daniel Weinstein

BASSOON
Barbara Jones
Van Mares

TROMBONE
Joe Bonasera*
David Malespin
Clare Palmer
Miles Roa
Corbin Skerrit

HORN
Kathleen Flanagan
Ricky Holtz
Nina Levine
Bruce Sinor
Mike Wong*
Jonathan Young

EUPHONIUM
David Korn
Adam Sharma
Brian Trimboli

Latin Inspirations 5
MUSICIANS

TU B A
Jennifer Levine
Michael Mehr
Nick Setnick

S T R I N G  B A S S
Susanne DiVincenzo

P E R C U S S I O N
Shannon Aquino
Sally Canjura Clayton
Garry Cozzi
Linda Hitchcock
Cynthia Seagren
Nick Setnik
Patti Upsavs
Neila Waters
Linda Werner*

C O N D E N T S O R S
Pete Nowlen
Mike Wong

A R T I S T I C  D I R E C T O R
Pete Nowlen

* section manager
Dance-Along Nutcracker®

Clara Potter and the Elder Baton

Saturday
December 8th
3pm & 8pm

Sunday
December 9th
11am & 3pm

Yerba Buena Center for the Arts
www.DanceAlongNutcracker.org